Abstract. An acoustic testing approach based on the concept of a microphone sensor surrounding the product under test is proposed. Partial microphone signals are processed simultaneously by a test system computer, according to the objective of the test. The spatial and frequency domain selectivity features of this method are examined. Sound-spatial visualization algorithm is observed. A test system design based on the concept of a microphone surrounding the tested product has the potential to improve distortion measurement accuracy in a noisy ambience, to meet spatial resolution requirements for acoustic inspection.
2 well. The weakness in the traditional testing concept is a lack of robustness, especially if measurements are carried out without sufficient acoustic isolation from ambient noise.
Concept.
The acoustic testing concept considered in this article is based on employment of a microphone array. In accordance with the concept proposed here, the microphone array surrounds PUT; unlike in the classical concept, PUT is enclosed by the microphone sensor. This kind of sensor is termed here the Enclosing Microphone (EM). EM may be implemented practically, not only as an array of microphones, but also as a net structure membrane.
The EM technique permits potential reduction of external acoustic noise, improved quality of acoustic product testing, and improved test robustness, without significant acoustic isolation. It has also some other useful features, such as spatial resolution. Spatial resolution is an inherent feature of the EM technique. A test system equipped with EM may provide additional diagnostic capabilities (e.g., monitoring of production quality, possible enhancement of PUT assembly failure detection) and more. This article is based on the author's unpublished papers from the period 1992 to 2003.
Analysis.
It is assumed that a microphone array or net does not significantly deform acoustic waves. Figure 1 shows a simple EM configuration. Each EM-output signal is delayed and multiplied by weights W1 ... W8, and added to the EM tester total (each microphone, M1 … ,M8, is a partial sensor). This total output signal is used to test PUT frequency response, distortion etc. Let us suppose that an isotropic spherical wave is radiated from PUT location O, that all weights and delays are equal, and as mentioned above, that all microphones (signals from each of which are part of the EM total) are sufficiently small that none of them distorts the acoustic wave. Therefore, the total EM tester output signal is eight times that of the classical single microphone sensor. A tester incorporating such EM has flat frequency response, assuming that partial microphone frequency responses are equalized. Let us assume that EM is exposed to an external plane acoustic wave, and that its propagation direction is parallel to one of the axes (X, Y , Z).
If cube of edge length d is equal to half of wave length , then the tester output signal is zero.
The signals on the odd harmonics of this frequency will also be rejected. The wave lengths  of these signals may be found from the following equation,
0.5n = d,
where n = 1, 3, 5... .
Therefore desirable frequencies f for accurate acoustic measurement and testing with noisy outside ambience may be given in the form
where c is sonic speed
If fundamental is c/2d and the tester output signal is filtered by a narrowband hardware or software filter on frequencies given by ( 1 ), distortion may be accurately measured in a nosy ambience, even without acoustic isolation (various EM edge length should be used for even harmonic amplitude measurements: d/2 for 2 nd harmonic, etc.).
Such a cubic EM also rejects external plane waves with other directions of propagation.
Therefore, EM serves as a notch (rejecting) filter for external acoustic waves. But the rejection frequency depends on the wave propagation direction. If, for example, the plane wave front is parallel to the plane containing microphones M1, M3, M7 and M5 (Figure 1 ), the signal rejection condition would be f = cn/2 0.5 d.
For maximum suppression of external ambient acoustic waves, EM cube orientation and its edge length d should be optimized in accordance with the spatial spectrum of outside radiation.
Every sound source radiates complicated waves, which may be represented as the superposition of plane or spherical harmonic waves. Therefore, the EM transfer function, for harmonic waves, plane or spherical, should be studied. Frequency domain features. Assume that EM is exposed to an external plane harmonic wave and all EM microphone channels have equal delays and weights. The EM output signal is a sum of weighted and delayed output signals of all EM microphones. Suppose, as earlier, that EM microphones are sufficiently small for EM transparency and do not distort external waves. This means that with condenser EM (Figure 3) , both internal and external electrodes are transparent to acoustic waves. This idealization may help to evaluate the principle nature of EM.
Taking into account this idealization, it can be proven that the resulting EM (tester) output signal is
where amplitude A h = S 0 P 0 R(f), is a product of sound pressure P 0 of external wave, integral sensitivity S 0 of EM, and the transfer function R(f) for the external plane wave.
R(f) = sin(2fr/c)/(2fr/c),
where r is the radius of the EM sphere.
 0 (t) is a phase value of the external acoustic wave in EM center O, assuming no obstacles to its propagation.
It may be shown that this result is also applicable to external spherical harmonic waves. The transfer function is independent of the direction of wave propagation. Now suppose that PUT is placed at the EM center, and that it radiates an isotropic spherical wave. Tester response to this acoustic wave stimuli is
I put (t) = A put cos[ put (t) -2f r/c],
with amplitude A put = S 0 P put .
2fr/c is a phase shift for the wave propagation distance r from the center O of the EM sphere to its surface. P put is a sound pressure of the PUT wave on the EM surface.  put (t) is a phase of the PUT wave in O.
These equations help find the noise to signal ratio N/S, where noise is an external interfering wave and signal is a sound wave generated by PUT. Noise to signal ratio N/S is
N/S = (A h / A put ) R(f).
The A h / A put factor in this equation is proportional to the sound pressure ratio P 0 / P put of an interfering external wave and a PUT generated wave. The second factor is the transfer function R(f) for an external interfering wave.
The plot of this function is shown in Figure 4 , where the abscissa is X = 2fr/c. It should be noted that the area of an EM sphere which contributes microphone signals to an EM output signal may be controlled by a tester computer, to artificially simulate EM shading ; as a result, it can accurately very rejection frequency.
Spatial resolution. An inherent feature of EM is spatial resolution, which should be analyzed for several reasons, among them: to understand and specify test station requirements, and to estimate the accuracy of sound pressure measurements, especially when the geometric dimensions of EM resolution and PUT are approximately the same. In particular, it is important to understand whether or not PUT can be considered a spot source radiating spheroid acoustic waves. According to Huygens' principal, an acoustic wave radiated by PUT is a superposition of several spheroid waves, whose virtual sources are distributed, for example on the surface of It follows from ( 4 ) that tester output signal amplitude reduces to zero if the frequency of the trial acoustic signal is f = n (c/2e 0 ).
The radius of a sphere e 0 , which may be found from this equation for given frequency f, may be termed the spatial resolution radius of EM. It is the radius of a first spatial resolution function zero. The spatial resolution radius does not depend on the radius of EM, but rather on the testing frequency f. If, for example, test frequency f is 10 kHz, the spatial resolution radius is approximately 3.4 cm. This equation is useful for estimating whether PUT is sufficiently small to be considered a spot radiator, or should be considered one more complex .
Acoustic virtual imaging. EM spatial resolution features my be used for non-intrusive PUT acoustic testing. For example, such inspection may be for PUT assembly failures, including PUT case cracks. The result is spatial change in PUT acoustic radiation. Spatial scanning can be used to obtain an acoustic image. This involves the EM focus scanning over the PUT corpus.
The main contribution to the EM output signal comes from the PUT area being in the EM focus.
The radius of this area is approximately e 0 , as given in ( 5 ).
PUT body acoustic scanning may be implemented by mechanical shift of PUT or EM. This test method assumes data acquisition for all EM focus positions relative to PUT.
Another test method, termed virtual scanning, requires less time. Assume that all EM partial microphone output signals are acquired separately and simultaneously via hardware interface, for example as represented in Figure 1 ; they are saved in computer memory. The hardware interface may also include multiplexer (not shown). These acquired data may be termed the acoustic record. Only one acoustic record saved in computer memory is required for virtual EM focus scanning. This single record is used to reconstruct the PUT acoustic image. There is no EM The partial EM microphone at point A receives signal S A (t), which is kept in computer memory.
Assume that EM must be refocused on point O'. This is possible by mechanical moving EM 
2.
The EM method and related equations may help find a compromise between requirements for test accuracy and robustness, on the one hand, and tester complexity (e.g. number of EM partial microphones), on the other.
